
Job Description

Intern: Software Developer

31 Krishna Market    Kalkaji    New Delhi 110019

www.contify.com

The curated Market Intelligence platform

Job Title: Intern - Software Developer

About:
We are team of analysts, engineers, data scientists and designers building powerful intelligence 

tools for business users. Contify is a 360 degree market intelligence platform that enables 

businesses to monitor competitors, customers, suppliers, and critical market variables against 

event triggers on an ongoing basis with unmatched precision and relevance.

About the Team: 
The technology team at Contify is responsible for enhancing and maintaining the various 

aspects of our flagship product. This invovles feature additions to our web service and our client 

side apps, performance/architecture enhancements, tuning our NLP, machine learning algo-

rithms and a lot more. We stay on the cutting edge, while being sensible about it. Depending on 

how good you are, you will eventually be allowed to choose your own area of specialization.

Role Summary: 
     1.  Position: Software Developer - Intern

     2.  Function/Team: Technology Team 

     3.  Location: Delhi

     4.  Reporting to:  Project Lead

     5.  Working Hours: 9 Hours per day with 5 days a week. Should be flexible to work in start-up 

          environment

     6.  Travel: No

     7.  Expected onboard time (After roll-out of offer): 15-30 days
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About the Role:
  RESPONSIBILITIES

     1.  Code up new features, fix reported bugs, enhance the product in any way possible..

     2.  Manage the software release process.

     3.  Your role will also include -Integration of AIDs to process stories in the system, creation of   

          RSS from the URLs provided and basic understanding of algorithms.

  CURRENT TECHNOLOGY STACK

     1.  Python and Django are our primary tools.

     2.  PostgreSQL as our database.

     3.  Apache Solr for search.

     4.  AngularJS and jQuery for client side magic.

     5.  OS - Fedora Linux.

     6.  We love trying out new things and are open to adopting new tools/frameworks if their 

           practicality for the job at hand can be proved.

 

  DESIRED SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE

     1.  Engineering graduate (preferably computer science) 

     2.  Passionate about programming.

 

  EDUCATION/PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

     1.  Undergraduate:  BCA/B.Tech.

     2.  Language skills: English

 

How to Apply: 
Send your updated resume to hr@contify.com or give us a call at +91-9818070579


